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Fig. 1. ARcall’s main components, which occur in real-time, including Drop-In, ARaction and Micro-Chat: (a) Drop-In allows the
Friend to see the Wearer’s view on a smartphone; (b-c) ARaction allows the Friend interact with the Wearer by sending AR content;
(b) The Friend selects an AR rainbow to send; (c) The Wearer sees the rainbow augmenting their reality; (d-e) Micro-Chat allows the
Friend and the Wearer to talk to each other; (d) The Friend says "Hahaha‼" after sending the rainbow; (e) The Wearer reacts to the
rainbow by saying, "Whoa‼" as the Friend remains dropped in.
Augmented Reality (AR) smartglasses are increasingly regarded as the next generation personal computing platform. However, there is
a lack of understanding about how to design communication systems using them. We present ARcall, a novel Augmented Reality-based
real-time communication system that enables an immersive, delightful, and privacy-preserving experience between a smartphone user
and a smartglasses wearer. ARcall allows a remote friend (Friend) to send and project AR content to a smartglasses wearer (Wearer).
The ARcall system was designed with the practical limits of existing AR glasses in mind, including shorter battery life and a reduced
field of view. We conduct a qualitative evaluation of the three main components of ARcall: Drop-In, ARaction, and Micro-Chat. Our
results provide novel insights for building future AR-based communication methods, including, the importance of context priming,
user control over AR content placement, and the feeling of co-presence while conversing.
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INTRODUCTION

As AR-based smartglasses are evolving, they are unlocking exciting new forms of immersive communication. Prior
research has explored the utility of AR mainly as a means of annotating environments [22, 35, 43, 54], communicating
with avatars [68], relaying remote instructions and guiding [30, 79], visualizing biosignals [69], and rendering visual
alterations [72]. However, there is a lack of research in understanding how AR serves in the context of informal
communication using modern AR smartglasses. [60]. Specifically, Pfeil et al. [66] highlighted the need for telepresence
systems to consider both streamers’ and viewers’ experiences when communicating with each other via devices such as
smartglasses and via device pairings such as smartglasses and smartphones. Given the recent surge in AR smartglasses
in the consumer market [12, 24, 33, 61, 73], it is evident that everyday communication practices will extend to AR
smartglasses [66]. Therefore, we explore the design of ARcall, an Augmented Reality (AR) based communication system,
in the context of informal communication between a smartphone user and a smartglasses wearer.
We introduce ARcall, a native AR-based real-time communication system designed to support the one-to-one
paradigm [66]. Our system consists of two software applications: a smartglasses application for the smartglass user
(the “Wearer”) and a smartphone application for the smart phone user (the “Friend”). ARcall enables sending and
projecting AR content to the Wearer natively in AR format. For instance, a Friend can send AR content like making it
snow or dropping a rainbow into the Wearer’s environment (Figure 1 (b–c)). When designing ARcall, we considered the
benefits of wearable and ready-to-project AR smartglasses, in addition to socio-technical constraints such as privacy,
interruptions, and mixed-device configuration necessary for interactions between smartphones and smartglasses [1].
ARcall consists of the following main design components:
• Drop-In: Drop-In allows the Friend to see the Wearer’s current context (i.e., where they are and what they are doing)
by “dropping in” and viewing a video feed of the Wearer’s point of view (see Figure 1 (a)). Drop-In is an invite-only
feature in which the Friend is granted access to time-limited Drop-In sessions only when the Wearer goes online and
invites them. Note that the Friend can decide to Drop-In at their convenience during the session.
• ARaction: ARaction enables interaction with the Wearer using AR. While dropping in on the Wearer from the
smartphone, the Friend can browse, select, and send AR content to the Wearer (see Figure 1 (b–c)). The AR content is
then displayed on the Wearer’s glasses, augmenting their reality in real time.
• Micro-Chat: A Micro-Chat is a time-bounded voice call between the Wearer and Friend. Micro-Chats enable the
Friend to add meaning to the AR content they send and experience the Wearer’s reaction in real time (see Figure
1 (d–e)). While talking, the Friend can continue to send AR content and see the Wearer’s point of view (with AR
content they’ve just sent superimposed onto it) in real time. The Micro-Chat is capped at one minute and happens as
part of the Drop-In session. It runs for as long as Drop-In session lasts, which preserves the battery life of the AR
glasses. The Wearer can extend the Drop-In session in 30-second increments by tapping a button on the temple of
the smartglasses during the session.
We conducted a qualitative evaluation of ARcall with 14 participants to probe overall experience, initial perceptions
of the system, and feelings of connectedness and understand the limitations of native AR communication. We learned
that both Friends and Wearers found ARcall to be fun and immersive and that ARaction added an element of surprise to
their interactions. Friends felt that they were augmenting Wearers’ reality, and Wearers felt that the AR content that
their Friends sent was relevant and personalized to their environment. Wearers felt connected to their Friend by giving
the Friend the ability to project AR content to their display. ARcall’s Drop-In component helps Friends learn about the
Wearer’s context (helping the Friends select and send meaningful, personalized AR content), seeing the Wearer’s point
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of view also increased the users’ feeling of togetherness. Finally, ARcall’s Micro-Chat component created intimacy and
added meaning to the interaction. As soon as Wearers heard their Friends talk, they felt they were sharing a moment
together. Friends highly valued the ability to experience the Wearer’s reaction in real-time.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Understanding user behaviour and the affordances created by our augmented-reality-based real-time communication
method. Our design approach takes into account the practical limitations of modern smartglasses.
• Our qualitative evaluation of the key components of our proposed system provides novel insights for building future
AR-based communication methods. For instance, our evaluation revealed the importance of context priming using
Drop-In, engagement using ARaction, and creating meaningful conversations using Micro-Chat.

2

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

We examined several threads of communication-related research from the perspective of designing communication
systems for AR smartglasses: AR view annotation, pre-call context assessment, and time-bounded calling.

2.1

AR View Annotation

To make video calls more interactive, researchers have explored how AR-based annotations can assist users engaged in
collaborative tasks [10, 23, 31, 62]. Jo et al. [36] investigated a smartphone-based system that allows a user to control
a remote scene and augment it with drawings during a live video call. Similarly, Ryskeldiev et al. [74] introduced a
system capable of sharing the smartglasses wearer’s point of view (POV), including photospherical imagery and the
wearer’s current orientation. The system helped reduce the cognitive load of peers involved in a remote collaboration
task. Further, Nassani et al. [55] found that anchoring text on live video in a spatialized way makes them more effective
than displaying static text. Past research focused on creating shared experiences for collaborative tasks using either
smartphones or desktop computers [44, 47, 52], but it is unclear how these results would translate to smartglasses-based
communication. Users exhibit different behaviors when video calling on smartglasses than when they use smartphones.
For instance, Kun et al. [46] show that smartglasses wearers do not spend time looking at callers’ video feeds. Similarly,
in virtual reality environments, He et al. [29] show that the communication typically goes beyond conducting face-toface communication or collaborative tasks to projecting shared artifacts with remote audiences. In summary, most of
the past research focuses on collaboration; the extent to which these results can translate to native AR communication is
unknown.
Furthermore, current AR-based communication practices are limited in four ways [13, 26, 77]. First, the sender
can send AR content, often in the form of a pre-recorded video with superimposed AR content, without seeing the
Friend’s current context, so the AR may not be relevant to the Friends’ surroundings. Second, these experiences are
less mobile-friendly since users have to hold their smartphones facing themselves. Third, they are suitable only for
smartphones or desktop computers rather than smartglasses. ARcall, on the other hand, focuses on providing users with
the ability to remotely augment the reality of the smartglasses wearer in real-time, as opposed to sending pre-recorded
AR content or streaming a 3D model of the caller using a complex assembly to emulate face-to-face communication
[21, 42, 64].
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Context Assessment before Calling

Allowing friends or family members to bring unique experiences to users’ smartglasses in a satisfying way without any
explicit triggers from them is a challenge. It is important for callers to know their friends’ availability before calling and
potentially interrupting them. Ames et al. [4], however, show that family members often do not schedule video calls in
advance and consider it socially strange or unnatural to do so. Unplanned audio and video calls typically start with
questions such as "Are you busy?", "Where are you?", and "Is this a good time to talk?"; however, in the AR context,
it may be too late to ask such questions once the call has been placed. Nardi et al. [53] highlighted this fundamental
asymmetry in conversation, referring to limits on the receiver’s availability, especially when the person is engaged in
another task or conversation.
One way to tackle such issues is by implementing a two-step calling process. In the first step, a caller gauges the
context of the callee and in the next step, initiates a call. For instance, Cramer et al. [14] investigated the "check-in"
model of location sharing, in which a user pre-defines a list of friends or publicly shares their check-in location to help
others determine an appropriate time to call. A similar study by Schildt et al. [75] reported that the participants often
checked the location of someone they were about to contact to determine if the person they wanted to call was available
for further communication. Pfleging et al. [67] proposed a solution that shares a driver’s live camera feed; this enables
the caller to become a "virtual passenger" in the vehicle, thereby empowering the caller to gauge the current situation
and act accordingly. Further, modern video chatting applications address this challenge by notifying others when the
callee is available or online. For instance, apps like Houseparty app [32] and Clubhouse [3] send users notifications
when their friends are available for a video or audio chat. Facebook Rooms [20] adopts a similar approach.
Procyk et al. [70] prototyped a wearable video chat experience in which loved ones participated in a collaborative
task over distance. Participants used smartphones and cameras mounted on either a hat or a normal pair of glasses.
However, to date, no past work has explored the role of context assessment prior to initiating a conversation with a
smartglasses wearer, an aspect of AR communication we investigate with the ARcall’s Drop-In feature.

2.3

Time-Bounded Calls for Mobility

Video chat as a means of experience sharing has received significant attention [9, 27, 58]; the use of AR glasses to support
video-based exchanges is a particularly attractive extension, as smart eyewear can support hands-free experience
sharing with great ease. Typically, such scenarios involve the smartglasses wearer broadcasting their video and the
remote user viewing the video and participating virtually. Increasing the remote user’s sense of participation is key to
making such interactions engaging. Procyk et al. [70] showed that audio played a central role in creating a strong sense
of presence and connection with the remote partner during a shared remote activity. Similarly, Neustaedter et al. [57]
examined the role of audio during a passive always-on video call in which family members simply wanted to be aware
of what another member was doing without explicitly conversing during the call. Depending on the situation, an AR
glasses wearer may not always want to see a video of the caller [46].
Despite the advantage of AR smartglasses allowing others to share the wearer’s viewpoint anytime and having a
screen that can project anytime, they also have a significant disadvantage in terms of experience sharing. Specifically,
voice and video calls drain their batteries quickly, rendering them unusable until they are recharged. One potential
solution to this problem is to support time-bound calls on AR smartglasses. Limiting call length may also help the
wearer to focus, as past studies emphasize that users’ cognitive resources are very limited when they are mobile [65].
There is a lack of significant research on time-bounded video calls using AR glasses.
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We attempt to provide a feasible solution to the three core problems outlined above — enhancing interaction,
enabling context assessment, and implementing time-bounded calling to limit power consumption — in designing
for a wearable form factor. With ARcall, our goal is to reinvent traditional communication practices for wearable
smartglasses, Keeping in mind the challenges such as shorter call duration (due to limited battery), context assessment,
and AR-based interactions, Pfeil et al. [66] emphasized the need to develop a new set of design considerations for use
with modern wearable technologies. Therefore, we will analyze a unique set of design considerations in the following
section.
3

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Our design considerations focus on the benefits of the mobile, wearable, and ready-to-project AR smartglasses form
factor while also accounting for socio-technical limitations [1] such as privacy, interruptions, control, and so forth.
D1. Giving control to Wearers and freedom to Friends: An AR communication system must balance the interests of both
the Wearer and the Friend: it must give Friends (callers) the ability to initiate calls [65] while preserving the Wearer’s
ultimate control over when they can be called [15]. Through ARcall’s Drop-In component, we explore two techniques for
addressing these competing interests. First, Drop-In is invite-only, meaning Friends can only drop in when the Wearer
starts a session and invites them. Second, once invited, the Friend can drop in at any time to gauge the Wearer’s context
— where they are and what they are doing — before sending AR content and speaking to the Wearer in a Micro-Chat.
Once invited, the Friend can drop in as many times as they want during the ARcall session.
D2. Respecting the Wearer’s privacy: Sharing one’s real-time camera feed with a remote Friend can make smartglass
communication more compelling, but it also raises privacy concerns. Often, users have concerns over whether they
might be bothering the person they want to reach before placing a call [38]. Our design for ARcall explores three
techniques for mitigating privacy concerns. First, ARcall’s Drop-In component is invite-only, as described in D1, and
is designed only for interactions with a single Friend. Second, invitations automatically expire after one hour. Third,
ARcall gives Wearers the option of blurring their video feeds. Naively, one might be tempted to include additional
privacy controls, but it is critical to balance explicit efforts to fine-tune the privacy controls against the risk of degrading
the user experience [2].

D3. Facilitating relevant and well-placed AR content: Native AR communication is potentially compelling for users
because it can directly augment the Wearer’s reality. For example, a Friend might send AR balloons to the Wearer
on their birthday, and the balloons might appear to float in front of them. Two key determinants of whether or not
the AR is compelling, however, are whether it is well-suited to the Wearer’s current environment (i.e., whether it is
relevant to the Wearer’s context [50]), and whether it is well-placed within that environment [71]. For instance, in
ARcall, Drop-In allows the Friend to see that the Wearer is celebrating their birthday, and ARaction allows them to
augment the Wearer’s reality with a floating balloon in the same way they could in the real world.
D4. Field-of-view accommodation: Effective AR experiences must take into account the limited field of view afforded by
the displays currently built into smartglasses. With this in mind, in designing ARcall, we explored the effectiveness
of restricting AR content to allow 3D objects (virtual models) only rather than entire “world reskins” [16, 45]. In our
exploration, Wearers found the AR content to be more compelling when it augmented part of their environment rather
than the entire environment.
5
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Fig. 2. ARcall interaction sequence. The Wearer starts the ARcall session, which invites the Friend to Drop-In. Later, the Friend drops
in and surprises the Wearer with an AR rainbow. The Wearer reacts by saying “WHOA‼”, and the two start chatting while the Friend
sends even more AR content.

D5. Handling power constraints: Power constraints are a major hurdle for current smartglass devices [28, 51]. This is
especially true for AR communication applications: prolonged and simultaneous operation of smartglass device displays,
microphones, and live camera feeds (for instance, during audio or video calls) mean that it is critical to carefully manage
power consumption. To constrain power consumption while giving users flexibility, Drop-In sessions are kept short:
the Wearer can configure them to last between 30 seconds and one minute. However, if desired, the Wearer can extend
active Drop-In sessions (while the Friend is currently dropped in) by 30-second increments by tapping a button on the
temple of the smartglasses, and they can do this as many times as they want.
4

ARCALL

ARcall is an mixed-device calling system that facilitates AR-based real-time calls between smartphones and smartglasses.
It comprises a smartglasses app (Glass App) for the Wearer and a smartphone app (Friend App) for the Friend (see Figure
3). The Wearer also has a companion smartphone app (Wearer App) to start and end ARcall sessions and configure
6
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Fig. 3. ARcall System Diagram: (a) The ‘Friend App’ enables a Friend to drop in, send AR content, and talk to the Wearer; (b) The Web
server handles video streaming, Friendship database, ARcall preferences, and connects the Wearer with the Friend remotely in real
time; (c) The ‘Wearer App’ lets the Wearer control their preferences and start ARcall sessions. The ‘Glass App’ enables the Wearer to
experience projected AR content.

other settings. This is in line with most consumer camera glasses [12, 33, 78], which have companion smartphone apps
to control their settings.
First, the Wearer starts an ARcall session to invite their Friend to drop in. The ARcall sessions can last for up to an
hour and expires automatically. During this time, the Friend can drop in anytime, initiating Drop-In sessions. Drop-In
sessions are moments of co-presence between the Wearer and Friend that last for up to a minute each. During these
Drop-In sessions, the Friend can engage with the Wearer using AR and voice in real-time. The end-to-end latency is
around 100ms.
As an example of a typical interaction, the Wearer, who is going to the beach, might create an ARcall session to
invite a close friend to drop in. The Friend can then drop in anytime in the next hour. This allows the Friend to learn
the Wearer’s context — where they are and what are they doing — before sending AR content and interacting with the
Wearer. The AR content augments the Wearer’s reality. The Friend can experience their reaction, and the two can talk
to each other in real time. If the Wearer wants, they can tap on their smartglasses to extend the Drop-In session by
30-second increments, or the call ends, and the Friend can drop in again anytime during the ARcall session. These short
Drop-In sessions preserve the battery in the smartglasses, but give the Wearer control to engage with the Friend for as
long as they want. ARcall makes it possible for the smartglasses Wearer and their Friend to share a native AR-based
experience in real-time.
Wearer Side:
Our Wearer app is written in Swift and runs on iOS. The Wearer app runs on a companion smartphone. This app
provides controls to set the duration of an ARcall session, to start and end the session, and to select a Friend to send the
7
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ARcall invite to. The Wearer sets the ARcall parameters before inviting their Friend. These parameters are then pushed
to a cloud database server, Firebase [25].
Our Glass app, which runs on the Wearer’s smartglasses, is written in Java and runs on Android operating system
version 5.0 and API level 21. ARcall was implemented on Snap’s 4th Generation AR Spectacles (2021) [34]. We used the
Sinch video calling API [76] for both the Glass app and the smartphone app used by the Friend. The Glass app pulls the
ARcall session parameters from the cloud database server. Note that these parameters are set in the Wearer app before
starting the ARcall session. The Glass app also listens to the taps on the right temple of the smartglasses.
Friend Side:
Friend App is written in Swift and runs on iOS. The Wearer app runs on a smartphone. This application used ARKit
[7], SceneKit [6], and SpriteKit [8] to render AR content on the smartphone. It also employs the Sinch video calling
APIs [76] to support high-quality video calls with the Wearer. This application supports three tasks: scrolling through
the list of AR content, sending the AR content to the Glass App, and the ability to mute microphone audio.

5

MAIN DESIGN COMPONENTS

We introduce three main components of ARcall, namely Drop-In, ARaction, and Micro-Chat. We describe these components along with the corresponding application features available to both the Wearer and the Friend.

5.1

Drop-In

Drop-In allows the Friend to see the Wearer’s live context — where they are and what they are doing — by “dropping
in”and seeing a video feed of the Wearer’s point of view (see Figure 1 (a)). This is an invite-only feature between the
Wearer and the Friend.
Wearer Side:
Inviting the Friend to the ARcall session (Wearer App): The Wearer specifies the Friend they are inviting before
beginning the ARcall session. The information about the Friend is maintained in the cloud database server, Firebase
[25]. The Wearer can add or remove the Friend as desired.
Setting the blur level (Wearer App): The Wearer can control the way their point of view (POV) is shared with the
Friend. The blur level can be set to a value from 0 (high quality video stream) to 10 (completely blurred video stream).
Blur control gives the Wearer a flexible way to maintain their privacy and to control their visual feed prior to inviting
the Friend to drop in (D2).
Setting an ARcall session duration (Wearer App): The ARcall session’s duration (i.e., the period during which the
Friend is allowed to drop in) can be set for 5 minutes to an hour. The Wearer has to explicitly tap the “start” button to
begin the ARcall session.
Setting a Drop-In session duration (Wearer App): The Wearer can also set how long each Drop-In session (period of
co-presence with the Friend) can last within the greater ARcall session. We call this the Drop-In session duration. We
conducted empirical tests to assess how long the smartglasses could support video streaming before becoming too hot
(D5). Informed by this test, we restricted the possible duration to between 30 seconds to a minute. Regardless of the
chosen duration, the Wearer can extend an active Drop-In session (one in which their Friend is currently dropped in)
by 30-second increments, and they can do this as many times as they want.
Friend Side:
8
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Fig. 4. (Left) The Friend selects an AR phoenix from a carousel on the Friend App. (Right) The AR phoenix is immediately projected
onto the Wearer’s point of view.

Reacting to an invitation (Friend App): When the Wearer begins the ARcall session, the Friend will receive a Drop-In
invitation on their smartphone. The Friend can then drop in anytime by tapping on the invitation.
Seeing the Wearer’s POV (Friend App): When the Friend participates in the Drop-In session, they can see and hear
what’s happening in the Wearer’s environment via a camera feed. This camera feed is placed at the center of the
smartphone display, as shown in Figure 4. The remote Friend can gauge the Wearer’s context — where they are and
what are they doing — in order to send them AR content (D1).

5.2

ARaction

ARaction component enables interaction with the Wearer using AR content. The Friend augments the Wearer’s reality
by projecting AR content onto their POV. As illustrated by Figures 2 and 4, the Friend can send AR content in real-time
after dropping in.
Friend Side:
Selecting the AR Content (Friend App): We carefully selected AR content that fits the display and can be seen clearly
by the Wearer. With D4 and D3 in mind, we chose two types of AR content. The first type consists of animated 3D
virtual objects, such as a flying bird or a dragon, that are placed in the middle of the smartglass display when sent by the
Friend (see Figure 5). Animated content can improve the quality of expression while conversing [5]. These 3D objects
will follow the Wearer’s head position and will remain visible, staying in the field-of-view of the smartglasses. The
second AR content type consists of particle objects, such as snow flakes, that completely cover the smartglass display. In
total, we employed ten pieces of AR content. The AR content was organized as a horizontal carousel at the bottom of
the screen (see Figure 4), similar to popular photo- and video-sharing apps such as Snapchat [59] and Instagram [19].
Only one piece of AR content can be displayed to the Wearer at a time, but the Friend can send as many pieces of AR
content as they wish.
Sending AR content (Friend App): After the Friend drops in to gauge the Wearer’s context, they can choose a piece
of AR content to project to the Wearer’s view. While Drop-In lets the remote Friend peek into the Wearer’s context,
ARaction lets them project AR content at appropriate times (D1).
9
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Fig. 5. Sample AR content for the Friend. We show (left to right) a phoenix, a dragon, holiday ornaments, and snow.

5.3

Micro-Chat

A Micro-Chat is a time-bounded voice call between the Wearer and the Friend that happens alongside the ARaction and
adds meaning to it. It starts as soon as the the Drop-In session starts, specifically, once the Friend drops in to see the
Wearer’s point of view.
Wearer Side:
Extending a Drop-In session (Glass App): A countdown timer shows the time remaining in the Drop-In session. The
timer’s state is synced with the Glass App. The Wearer can extend the Drop-In session by 30-second increments during
the session by pressing a button located on the right temple of the smartglasses.
Friend Side:
Setting audio controls (Friend App): The Friend’s smartphone app lets them ‘mute’ or ‘unmute’ their microphone, so
they can decide when they would like to start talking to the Wearer (see Figure 4 (left)).
6

FIRST-USE STUDY

This study qualitatively evaluated the following four aspects of the ARcall: (1) the overall user experience, (2) initial
perceptions of using ARcall, (3) the feeling of connectedness, and (4) the friction points of using ARcall.
6.1

Participants

In total, 14 volunteers participated in the study. Our study group consisted of four females and ten males, with two
participants in their 20s and 12 in 30s. The participants had diverse backgrounds and included a 3D artist, a product
designer, a hardware engineer, and a software engineer. We asked participants to participate in pairs with their friends,
so in total, we had seven sessions. Six participants had prior experience with smartglasses, seven participants had
experience using AR filters, and nine participants were used to communicating with their friends using photos or videos
using a smartphone. All Wearer participants had normal or corrected vision and did not wear prescription glasses.
6.2

Procedure

The participants went through a five-step procedure: a demographic questionnaire, ARcall onboarding, ARcall experience
testing, a post-experience questionnaire, and a semi-structured interview. The ARcall experience testing took 10-15
minutes, and the study took roughly 60 minutes.
First, each pair of participants completed a demographic survey that asked them to indicate their age, gender, and
relationship. Next, we conducted a 20-minute onboarding session in which we showed the participant pairs how to use
10
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ARcall and explained the available AR content. This try-it-yourself onboarding session ensured that we could mitigate
the novelty effect of using smartglass. Since we conducted our investigation during the holiday season, we themed the
AR content around holiday festivities and fantasy.
Next, for a portion of the ARcall experience testing, we asked the pairs to imagine that they lived in different places.
We asked the Friend participant to use ARcall to send the Wearer holiday cheer, and we asked the Wearer to take a walk
outside and invite the Friend to drop in. The Friend stayed in a conference room while the Wearer took a walk outside.
Over 70 percent of informal calls in daily life consist of small talk and showing people things from our immediate
environments that we would like to discuss [63]. These informal calls are typically short in duration, spanning 10-15
minutes each. Considering the primary use of camera glasses when wearers are engaged in outdoor activities [11, 56]
and the limited cognitive resources at the Wearer’s disposal [65], the ARcall experience was designed to run for 10-15
minutes.
All of the AR content available for the Friend to send was festivity or fantasy themed (see Figure 5), as the study
took place around the holiday season. The available content included a bird, a dragon, holiday ornaments, holiday gifts,
snow, a Star of David, a whale, a mistletoe sprig, a unicorn, a reindeer, and a Santa on a sleigh. To observe whether the
Wearer’s context played a role in the AR content selected, we placed six visual artifacts along the Wearer’s walking
path. Each artifact was themed to subtly correspond to a piece of AR content that the Friends could select. For example,
a news story poster with a banner image of a dragon. Figure 6 (b) top highlights a sample of the visual artifacts that we
placed on the walking path, along with their associated AR content.
Next, we asked the pair to complete a post-experience questionnaire that probed the users’ experience with Drop-In,
ARaction and Micro-Chat, which included open-ended questions with responses on a 7-point Likert scale (i.e., “1”
indicated Strongly Disagree and “7” indicated Strongly Agree). Lastly, we conducted a semi-structured interview to
capture remarks that the questionnaire may not have elicited.
6.2.1 Data collection and Analysis. The software application logs were analyzed to derive quantitative metrics like the
median duration of the Drop-In session, the median number of AR content items sent, and the total number of times the
session was extended. Further, a thematic analysis of the post-experiment responses and the semi-structured interview
responses was conducted. Two separate researchers iteratively coded the collected data, then merged their findings
to identify the common themes that emerged on further analysis. We discuss these themes for each ARcall design
component in the next section. Our evaluation protocol and analysis method are similar to Judge et al. ’s investigation
[38].
7

RESULTS

The median Drop-In session duration was 1.9 minutes, and the median number of pieces of AR content sent per Drop-In
session was 11. Over 200 pieces of AR content were sent in total, and Wearers extended the duration of the Drop-In
sessions 48 times. Overall, the participants provided positive feedback on the experience of using ARcall and felt that it
would add great value to smartglasses (med=6).
7.1

Experience with ARaction

Wearers reported that the AR content they got from Friends was highly relevant to their context (med=6) and felt
that it augmented their reality (med=6). Moreover, they were able to understand Friends’intent behind the AR content
(med=6). This shows that ARcall’s three components worked together effectively, allowing Friends to drop in to gauge
11
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Fig. 6. Sample visual artifacts and corresponding AR content. (a) A Santa surrounded by ornaments and AR content of holiday
ornaments; (b) A Dragon Festival news excerpt and AR content of a dragon.

the Wearer’s context, send AR content relevant to that context, and use their voices to convey their intent — all
simultaneously, in real-time.
7.1.1 Both Wearers and Friends found that ARaction could enable moments of surprise. On the Wearer side, participants
were often pleasantly surprised by the AR content. For instance, W13 noted, “I was surprised [and] I felt closer to [the
Friend.]” Also, W9 added, “[ARaction] adds an element of surprise, which is really cool to see[.]”
On the Friend side, projecting the AR content and getting the Wearer’s reaction was perceived positively, and seeing
the Wearer’s reaction acted as a key motivator for sending them content. Friends felt very comfortable sending as much
AR content as they wished (med=6) and did not feel hesitant about sending AR content (med=6), likely as a result of
being specifically invited to the ARcall session by the Wearer. F10 commented, “[ARaction was] unique because of the
ability to shock people with the AR content.”
7.1.2 Both Wearers and Friends felt connected and found ARaction fun to use. On the Wearer side, W7 observed, “Adding
the AR content makes the interactions fun. I can see this being a great way to have fun with friends without having the
event be too formal. Simply messing around with AR content [...] from a Friend [while I’m on a stroll] makes me feel special
that someone reached out to me.” W3 added, “They add somewhat of a gamification feel to my world which was [...]
unique, and I wanted to try it out more and with more friends.” This participant went on to add, “I think it’s a superior
experience [compared to livestreaming and video calls]. Life suddenly feels gamified, and you have your friend with you —
12
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there’s more opportunities to share [...]. And the fact that you are not looking at your phone, you are [freer] to explore [the
world around you].”
Friends felt that getting the Wearer’s reaction was highly important to the AR content they projected (med=6), and
they had fun seeing the Wearer’s reactions firsthand (med=6). Friends also felt that hearing the Wearer heightened their
sense of togetherness (med=6). F16 remarked, “It was an awesome way to have fun with my friend and mess with them. :)
Sending AR content jokingly or situationally was interesting.”
7.1.3 Both Wearers and Friends found ARaction to be personalized and expressive. The Friend’s ability to gauge the
Wearer’s context before projecting AR content, including their ability to pick up on the subtle visual artifacts that we
put in place, made Wearers feel that Friends had hand-picked the AR content for them. For instance, W3 observed,
“Based on what I was looking at, they augmented the AR content to my reality, and it was pretty spot on.” W6 pointed out
the way the context was utilized by their Friend: “Pretty neat to have telepresence with another, and for them to be able to
interact with what I was seeing.”
From the Friend’s perspective, F4 felt, “[This whole] experience make[s] our conversation [...] closer to each other, and
it will blur the boarders and on more step[s] to brain-to-brain conversation.”
7.1.4 Both Wearers and Friends found ARaction to be immersive. ARaction enabled the AR content to be immersive for
both parties. W3 noted, “[I was s]urprised. I felt like my friend was somewhere in the heavens looking at me. [...] I think it
did feel like my friend augmented my reality.”
From the Friend’s perspective, Friends felt that they had the power to change the Wearer’s reality. F12 said, “With
the snow I was able to make [W12] feel like he was in a different place, which to me is definitely augmenting his reality.”
Moreover, F12 highlighted the value of ARaction: “I think it adds quite a lot because it’s more than just talking. It makes
you feel like you are almost experiencing the same thing as the person.” F12 continued, “I think it is a benefit because it
makes it a shared experience for the two of you, instead of one person joining another person’s experience.”
7.1.5 Friends wished to be offered a wider selection of AR content. Our participants had ten pieces of AR content to
choose from, but they felt they needed more. W11 said that, for them, compelling AR meant “anything that is relevant
or contextual to the environment or feels more blended with the reality in front of me,” strengthening the case for a
wider selection of AR content. Moreover, studies have shown that a series of multiple emoticons can help convey new
meanings [41] and, at times, convey meanings that go beyond the original intended meanings [40]. W5 noted, “The AR
content w[as] decorative, but [it] didn’t necessarily capture how I was feeling.” F14 suggested additions such as “Dog, cat,
cars, [and] real world objects like tree[s].” W5 suggested “ones that feel relevant to the current view, my feelings, or my
friend’s feelings.” This suggests a need to develop more sophisticated AR content that can convey an understanding of
a scene and be tailored to users’ emotions.
7.1.6 Both Wearers and Friends wished to control the placement of AR content. Another direction for improving the
experience is letting the Wearers move the AR content that is projected. Our current selection of AR content consisted
of either particle objects (e.g., snow) or 3D virtual objects (e.g., a bird) that were automatically positioned and could not
be moved. For instance, a projected bird would always fly in the center of the screen, and the snow would always take
over the screen to simulate a snowfall. W11 lamented, “I did feel a loss of control. Once the AR content appeared, it took
over a lot of my field of vision, so I was no longer able to read the [news story that I was reading].”
Friends acknowledged the issue of occlusion as well. F10 commented, “It was fun to surprise them with different AR
content although I felt like I was blocking their view the whole time.”
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Experience with Drop-In

Most of the Wearers set the session duration to the maximum value of one minute and the camera feed to the “No Blur”
setting. We suspect that the blurring felt unnecessary because the participants trusted each other during the study. Yet,
the blurring feature might be necessary for a different usage context [17, 49] or if the degree of trust between the Friend
and the Wearer varies [37, 48]. The Wearers indicated that ARcall’s Drop-In feature protected their privacy (med=6) and
that they were also comfortable sharing their POV with their chosen Friend (med=6). The ability to extend or end the
call at any time is highly important to the Wearers (med=6).
When they considered design aspects D1 and D2, the Friends echoed these sentiments in their responses to the
following prompts: “Since my friend [the Wearer] invited me to their ARcall session, I did not feel that I was invading their
privacy” (med=6) and “I felt comfortable seeing the Wearer’s POV” (med=6). Drop-In elevated the sense of togetherness
between the two parties (med=6). W15 was skeptical initially, setting the blur option to “Full blur”; however, this
participant later changed the setting to “No Blur” once they began experiencing ARcall.
7.2.1 Drop-In not only helped Friends determine the Wearer’s context, it made them feel a sense of togetherness in relation
to the Wearer. Our semi-structured interview feedback shed light on the value of Drop-In. W3 felt that “Drop in was
a very interesting experience. I felt [like I was] being guided by my friend and interestingly felt closer [to them] in that
moment.” W9 stated, “It is really cool that I can allow a friend to drop in because I am waiting for [the] surprise of them
joining.” W7 felt that “[it] makes it fun that friends can pop in and have fun with your worldview.” W3 echoed this
sentiment: “I think the Drop-In adds [to] the augmented reality part of the experience. I feel like it’s very important to see
what the Wearer is seeing.” Friends also felt that Drop-In was necessary for effective AR. F8 remarked, “I think this
adds a lot of value [to AR]. I really like[d] being able to see what my friend was seeing.” F4 highlighted the convenience
associated with the ability to drop in: “[I]t’s fun and it [was a] really convenient way to show me what [W4] [was feeling
and seeing] at that moment.” F10 and F4 observed, “I think it’s a unique experience seeing through the eyes of the other
person and being able to interact, not face-to-face, but through their eyes.”
7.2.2 Drop-In did not seem to create privacy concerns, but Wearers wanted an indicator that showed when their Friend
was present. The Wearers strongly agreed that Drop-In’s invite-only nature was an important feature for controlling
their privacy (med=7). This supports design considerations D1 and D2, which recommend that allowing the Wearer to
invite only one Friend would make ARcall a trustworthy and safe experience. In our ARcall implementation, there was
no indication of when a Friend had dropped in; we designed it that way to make it more likely for the Wearer to be
surprised by the Friend’s AR in a fun way. This setup worked great for most of the Wearers, but some expressed the
desire for an indicator. W7, for example, expressed the need for “a better way to know when [F7] starts watching what I
am sharing,” adding that, “[...] unless my friend [projected] an AR experience, I couldn’t tell if they had joined.”
7.3

Experience with Micro-Chat

Wearers found several aspects of Micro-Chat highly engaging. They responded positively to the following prompts:
“I felt together with my Friend as soon as I heard them talk” (med=6) and “It was fun to [Micro-Chat] with my friend
within my chosen time duration” (med=6). On the Friend side, participants felt it important to chat with the Wearer
right after projecting AR content to them (med=6). They also found it fun to experience the Wearer’s reactions using
Micro-Chat (med=6).
7.3.1 Both Wearers and Friends found that Micro-Chat added intimacy. Wearers felt that Micro-Chat provided instant
context to their experience. W9 commented, “It was my favorite thing—hearing my friend right away and knowing that
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they [could] see what I [projected].” W3 said, “I think more than the AR experience, the voice chat was fantastic. I think
this feature really builds [on] the human factor of [smartglasses]: the communication side.” For Friends, experiencing
the Wearer’s reaction to their AR content gave the Friend a sense of being together with the Wearer (med=6). Friends
found it important to get the Wearer’s feedback on their chosen AR content (med=6) using Micro-Chat. F6 remarked,
“[Micro-Chat] adds context to the AR content.” F16 asserted, “ARcall would be nothing without its interaction aspects.
Voice and AR content are the only way to interact with [a friend wearing AR glasses]. Critical.”
7.3.2 Friends felt that the duration of Micro-chat was short. There were a few exceptions where the Friends felt Microchat was limiting. F14 stated, “Most video calls are longer for me, and I would prefer anything more than a sound byte.”
We also saw contrary remarks, for instance, F6 pointed out, “I can see it being helpful for quick questions and fast
interactions.” Specific to F14’s concern about the call length, ARcall does provide the wearer with a way to extend the
call. So, in a way, it depends on the the mutual decision of the parties in the ARcall experience. The Wearers indicated
no concerns regarding the Micro-chat.
8

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Drop-Ins enable surprise, but Wearers should be able to know about Friends’ presence as soon as they drop in: While most
Wearers enjoyed being surprised by AR content, some wanted more context about their Friend’s presence (see 7.2.2). In
future AR communication apps, Friends’ information can be presented more explicitly along with the projected AR
content (e.g., “John just dropped-in!”). There may be times when a surprise is undesirable, and the wearer may benefit
from increased control over incoming call requests. For example, for non-subtle AR lenses, it would be useful to snooze
the incoming call or have the option of seeing a basic LED-like notification when AR content arrives rather than the
content itself.
AR communications systems should feature a wide variety of AR content and intelligent scene-based recommendations:
Results (7.1.5) show that Wearers felt that AR content was highly personalized when they noticed its relevance to a
visual artifact that they were looking at. Thus, future AR communication systems should provide a gallery of AR content
for Friends to search through so that they can match the AR content they send with the Wearer’s situation. Alternatively,
the app could be designed as an AI-based system that can scan the Wearer’s scene and recommend relevant AR content
to the Friend. For instance, the Friend App could recommend a beach ball or a sandcastle if the Wearer were at the
beach. However, designers should carefully craft such experiences, balancing automation and freedom of expression [5].
AR content should be chosen to minimize the difference between the way Friends see the content and the way Wearers see it:
We observed that Friends’ perception of how the Wearer would see the AR content they sent did not always match the
way the Wearer actually saw it (see 7.1). For instance, a Friend mentioned “With the snow AR content, I was able to
make [the Wearer] feel like he was in a different place, which to me is definitely augmenting his reality.” However, the
Wearer observed that “[..] some content like the snow and the orcas [felt] strange [because they were not] full-screen.” This
difference in perception between the Friend and Wearer occurs whenever the AR content is displayed edge-to-edge
on the Friend’s smartphone screen. It was detrimental to the Wearer’s experience. They felt that the display became
obvious and that it disrupted their sense of immersion. In the future, designers should take into account such rendering
differences when designing for AR communication.
AR content should be movable and anchored to real world objects and surfaces: Results (7.1.6) revealed two important
principles for how AR content should be presented to smartglass wearers. First, the Wearers consider AR more convincing
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when it integrates with their environment realistically. For example, a palm tree model should be pinned to the ground
and a bee model should be floating in the air, in the same way they would appear in the real world. The concept of
native AR communication centers on immersion, so future AR communication designers should aim to anchor AR
content to real-world objects or surfaces to make it more convincing. Second, both Wearers and Friends found that AR
content sometimes occluded their view, so future AR communication systems should allow them to control the position
of AR content within the environment.
The short duration of Micro-Chats should be seen as a means of enabling new social experiences rather than simply
prolonging battery life: While we put a limit on the duration of Drop-In sessions to preserve the battery life of the
smartglasses, this limit offers a valuable benefit (see 7.3): it can enable low-commitment, short bursts of interactions
between friends, similar to a “hallway chat.” The Drop-In concept, together with Micro-Chat, has the potential to create
an "office-hour"-like experience in which, once the Wearer indicates their availability (i.e., “props open their office
door”), their Friend can drop in and have a brief interaction before moving on to their business. Studies have found that
short-lived interactions, even with strangers, can induce positive feelings [18]. While we did not investigate these, there
are additional ways to reduce power consumption, such as lowering display brightness in low-light situations or using
only one side of the display. Future designers can explore this space further and use these new design components to
create compelling experiences, including components that involve more than one Friend or allow functionality when
bandwidth is limited [39].
Although the proof-of-concept system demonstrated in this research could be improved further, for instance, by adding
scene understanding to stylize AR lenses to the Wearer’s surroundings, we feel that pursuing these improvements is
a promising avenue for future research. Furthermore, because cameras are becoming more powerful, future systems
could employ vision-based techniques, without bothering the user [80], to intelligently situate the AR content in order
to offer a more contextual AR experience. We hope the design implications of ARcall will help designers craft novel AR
communication methods and allow researchers to investigate further improvements.
9

CONCLUSION

The idea of using AR as a core medium of communication is an essential step in pushing the boundaries of technologymediated communication. ARcall is a new type of calling system that explores native AR-based communication. Our
investigation with 14 participants found that ARaction can enable moments of immersion, playfulness, surprise, and fun.
We found that Drop-In helped Friends gauge Wearers’ real-time context and allowed them to personalize the ARaction
for the Wearer. Additionally, Micro-Chat creates intimacy and makes the moments of co-presence more effective. Our
findings about user behaviour and the design insights derived from this study can inspire designers and researchers to
explore a new design space for native AR communication systems. We hope AR-based communication systems like
ARcall can enable people to express themselves in ways that were not possible before.
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